Interaction between cell shape and contraction pattern in the Physarum plasmodium.
The relationship between cell shape and rhythmic contractile activity in the large amoeboid organism Physarum polycephalum was studied. The organism develops intricate networks of veins in which protoplasmic sol moved to and fro very regularly. When migrating on plain agar, the plasmodium extends like a sheet and develops dendritic veins toward the rear. After a particular stimulation, the vein organization changes into veinless or vein-network structures. In both structures, the mixing rate of the protoplasm, which is related to communication among contraction oscillators, decreased compared with that of the dendritic one. Accompanying these changes in vein structure, the spatio-temporal pattern of the rhythmic contraction changed into a small-structured pattern from a synchronized one. In the above process, cell shape affects the contraction pattern, but, conversely, the contraction pattern effects the cell shape. To demonstrate this, a phase difference in the rhythmic contraction was induced artificially by entraining the intrinsic rhythm to external temperature oscillations. New veins then formed along the direction parallel to the phase difference of the rhythm. Consequently, the vein organization of the cell interacts with the contractile activity to form a feedback loop in a mechanism of contraction pattern formation.